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Imicro  
Setting new standards for compact V-lock batteries 

 
Having focussed recently on high capacity, long runtime batteries, IDX acknowledge that 
there is a demand for compact V-mount batteries and are pleased to announce the 
launch of the new Imicro range. Available in two capacities, the Imicro-98 weighs in at 
only 550g and the higher capacity Imicro-150 is still very light at only 750g. 
 
Features have not been sacrificed in the pursuit of compactness. Digital data is available 
in two modes and two D-Taps are standard with one of them being the advanced D-Tap 
which permits charging by the compact VL-DT1. The Imicro-98 and the VL-DT1 are the 
perfect solution for those who need to travel light and if lack of light is a problem, the V-
Torch on the battery is a standard feature. 
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Whilst compatible with all existing IDX V-mount plates, if small size is the driving force 
for choosing the Imicro solution, then the new P-Vmicro is the plate of choice being only 
84mm tall and 66mm wide. For added flexibility, a D-Tap and USB type-C dc outputs are 
present on the side of the plate. 

 
 
Many of the smaller camera rigs take their power from a battery attached to 15mm rails. 
To facilitate this a compact cheese plate the A-CPmicro is offered. 

 
 
On larger cameras fitted with a V-mount plate, it is possible to fit the A-Vmicro2 plate. It 
enables two Imicro batteries to be mounted which are discharged sequentially giving a 
hot swap capability which allows for continuous filming. This A-Vmicro2 fits to all IDX 
chargers effectively doubling the quantity of batteries that can be left to charge i.e. four 
Imicro batteries can be charged on a two channel IDX charger.  

 
 



 
About IDX: 

 
IDX is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of batteries, chargers, LED on-
board lights, wireless HD video transmission, power supplies and mounting accessories 
to the broadcast, professional video, audio and portable electronic industry. Established 
in 1989, IDX employs staff across locations in Japan, USA and Europe to serve a 
worldwide customer base.  
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